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--Two-reorganization
plans released
Statl Wr rtip

Two Plans for reorganization, including one from three
faculty-members from a college with the greatest divergence
of opinions on reorganization, were released recently:The emphasis of both the plans, released on Friday, is
what structure would be best in maintaining a strong orientation toward liberal arts education.
More specifically„ _both plans propose solutions to the
questions of what to do with the College of Aits and Sciences
and the fragmenting of the science programs.
Currently, science departments are spread out through
three of UMaine's collagigi, with four dapartahmts being out'Mde of Arts and Sciences.
:Officials involved in the reorganization safthey hope the
committee will move on one of the plans following two
faculty open forums April 21 and 22. and will be able to
present a plan to the UMaine System board of trustees at
their May 23 meeting.
The approaches to solving the questions over science and
the College of Arts and Sciences—the largest of the University of Maine's seven colleges and the most diverse in opinion on reorganization—are slightly diWerent between the
two plans.
The second of the two plans, dubbed the Maple plan, calls
for the addition of all exterior science departments to the
current 20 departments in Arts and Sciences under one
college
These departments would be divided into the three
faculties(areas)of Science, Arts ancl,Humanities, and Social
and'Behavioral Sciences.
The plan Was proposed by James Wilson, professor of
economics.
rnosky, associate professor of
geological sciences,
Jefferson White, professor of

vol. W.so. 57

Hijackers ft=ee hostages
ALGIERS, Algiers (AP) —
Hijackers with "eyes of
sharks" slipped away Wednesday after wiping their fingerprints from a Kuwaiti jet, and
31 hostages stumbled from the
aircraft that was a prison of
fear, brutality and death for 15
days.
The Shiite Moslem gunmen
had murdered two apssengers
since hijacking Kuwait Airways
Flight 422 on April Son a flight
from,Bangkok to the Persian
Gulf sheikdom with 112 People
aboard.
They agreed to free their remaining hostages after arranging safe passage with Algerian
officials who mediated a settlement . The hijackers had
demanded that Kuwait fret 17
pro-Iranians convicted and imprisoned for bombing the U.S.
and French embassies in
OCCCInber 1983.
Among the passengers on the
Boeing 747 were three cousins
of the Kuwaiti ruler, Sheik
Jaber Al-Ahmed Al-Sabah.
Kuwait's official news agency KUNA, citing Algerian
sources it did not identify. said
"five hijackers left the plane.
then about 10 minutes later.
four other pirates left the plane.
Following that the hostages
came out" at 6 a.m. — three

hours into the 16th day of the
hijacking. The number of hijackers had previously been
estimated at seven or eight.
, According to the agency, the
hijackers were assured Safe
passage to either Beirut or
Tehran.
A Soviet-built transport
plane belonging to the Algerian
air force took off shortly before
dawn. It is rare for military aircraft to use the civilian Houari
Boumedienne airport and there
was specualtion that some or all
of the hijackers were, aboard.
Algerian officials would not
discuss the flight or its occupants. - KUNA quoted
Mohammed,Taher, a member
of the- Algerian negotiating
team, as saying withoput
elaboration that the hijackers
were "still here."

ing it difficult for reporters to
detect movaient in the area.
After the plane was seized
over the Indian Ocean, it was
diverted to Mashed, Iran,
where the terrorists released 57
hostages. Freed passenegers
said they believed more gunmen
boarded at Mashed with submachine guns and dynamite
that was wired to the •plane's
doors later.
After three days in Mashhad,
the hijackers tried to take the
plane to Beirut but the airport
there would not permit it to
land. The jet ran low on fuel:— and Larnaca, Cyprus agreed to
accept it.
During the five days in Larnaca, the hijackers beat two
Kuwaiti security security men,
shot them to death and dumped
their bosies from the aircraft.
They let 13 more hostages go in
Interior Minister Hedi
eichange for -fuel, which
Khediri, who led the Algerian
brought them to Algiers.
mediators, announced the
The hostages trembled as
drama's end without giving they
emerged from the plane in
details and said the fate of the the
darkness Wednesday
hijackers was the "concern of
morning.
Algeria" alone.
First to descend were Anwars
Floodlights had bathed the and Ibtesam Al-Sabah, second
blue-and-white jet nightly since* cousins of the Kuwaiti emir and
it landed in the North African the only two women left
capital on April 13, but were
extinguished at 9 p.m. Tuesday.
They never came back on, mak(see RELEASE page 2)

Student life fee purpose is to benefit 'range'
Editor's note
Part three in a series offour
deahng with the apportionment
uf the Student Life fee
Ile Mira Somila
STatt

ft

•

The mandatory student life
fee's proposed mission was the
"improvement of the range of
programs and services provided for the students of the
University of Maine."
In many people's opinions,
however, it fatted in that
objective.
The $1.8 million 'generated
by the student life fee was spent
in three general categories:
$660.000 went to replace income for optional fees and
sales. $456,000 for the
enrichment of student life, and
$700,000 to replace tuition and
state funding.
According to Charles Rauch,
director of Financial Management for UMaine, the major
impetus for the establishment
of the student life fee was the
replacement of state and tuition
money, or education in general
(E&G) funds
Rauch said the administra- Woof UMaine President Dale
Lick thought too much B&G

funds for _eligible for an ArtsCard actual- _maay_steclents ikerenokakicio
The student life
money was being used to fund
the replacement of optional and ly picked up their cards.
the Memorial Union and
•
get Mb tickets.'
voluntary fee incomes went to
athletics on campus, and that
Katz also said that 39 percent
Despite those problems, the
the Cutler Health Center health
those areas should be covered
of those students actually used
arts center, the Cutler Health
--fee, and to the sports and
by a student fee.
the card that entitled them to Center, and the athletic departMaine Center for the Arts
two free arts center tickets per
The EAG funds generated by
ment all claim to have lost
events.
semester.
money due to underfunding by
the fee were distributed by the
Joel Katz, director of the arts
Student -Life Fee Advisory
For sports events, especially the student life fee.
center, said only 4,000 of the
Committee to various departfor teams that had successful
(see FEE page 2)
oximatel 10 000 students
k
ments and organizations on
a
the
campus for educational needs
Of $700,000 of ElftG funds,
$150,000 was allocated for the
maintenance
library
of
periodicals, $110,000 went to
increase campus childcare,
$11:03,0013 was used for student financial assistance, and the remaining $340,000 provided instructional supplies for
academic, departments and
other organizations.
Advisory board member and
President of Student Government Tamara Davis said aside
from the funds allocated for
childcare, the library and financial assistance, the E&G fee
monies were often used to fund
luxuries.
"I know that the academic
departments all really appreciated the money they
received," Davis said. "But
for the most part, I felt that a
lot of the things could have
been worked into their
FIJI brothers help sprit* cleaning activities. For more ow Maim Day activites, see page 11.,,
budgets."
_
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Learn to cope with stress

limo per Ii

Katz said the tickets supplied to
students cost the arts center $11,000
more than the $50000 allocated by the
achieve
linian.in a class, according to
Tesler
with stress and anxiety are encouraged
fee
Stift Writer
to make‘a detailed schedule of exactly
Janet, Lucas. the assistant athletic
what they hair to do and when they
rector for Finance. said the estimated
Students- are encouraged—to--Yelat --a—
For students who can't cope with the
have to do it.
cost of $213,000 for the 50-55 thousand
I before they sit down to study and listenstress and test-related anxiety that finals
Students have got to be very specific ‘
routha._
que style music can help student tickets mued exceeded the stutitriit
bado
i ng
ic to‘
week bongs about, the Counseling
about when they arc scans to study and
dent life ,fee replacement fund. by
--- Center has put together' Another
what they are going tostudy. Its impor$28.000. • .
Counseling Center Nite at the Memorial
Eating property can also help alleviate
tam to study in several blocks of time
Dr. Roberta Berrien. director of
Union. •
stress
rather than all at once because you can
Cutler Health Center, said although the
• Highlighting tonight's four different
get stressed out when you try and do
. fee has allowed for additional Physician
programs are the stress management and
"%Ise urge people to eat a good diet, and support positions, the health center
everything at once," Whitman Said.
"fear-less" finals programs for students
The "fear-less" finals program in- not rush through meals and not skip has been required to supply a greater'
who have trouble dealing with the anxstitutes many of the tactics used in the meals, because missing meals just adds amount of health care on a budget no
iety and stress that go hand in hand with
to the stress a student may he encounter
superlearninz program. •
larger than before
finals
ing," A'hitmart said
the areas of student.life,enrichment
results
best
have
the
students
"Most
There will also be a program on
supplied Cutlet with a health
which
nrunutes.
study
blockeest2S
demi_
in
Many students are forced to
choosing your direction in life as well as, When they
—educator, increased athletic funding,
Studyconcentrated
minutes
of
it's
-After
25
week
and
finals
during
on
their
sleep
the sunerlearning program. All pro- 2
Mg. you should take a five-minute break important that the allow time for a • and produced the Memorial Union'sgrams are scheduled to run from 6:30
and- then go back. Most students are nap, because when sleepiness \sets in, student programing board (TUB),
p.m. to 7:30 p.m. and the "fear-less"
recessed $456.000 combused.
able to complete four of these cycles stress usually aocompanses it.
f. inals program will be twisted in the
Throughout the year. however,TUB.
break
for
longer
they
take
a
before
Honors Center (next to the Chiron).
When taking breaks from studying
was riddled with controversy contentabout 15 minutes or so," Whitman
- According to Russ Whitman, who
students if e encouraged to do
ing conflicting programming and too
said.
will be presenting the "fear-less" finals
something or watch something that will
much administrative influence. over
T- his approach to studying allows the
program, students should view the last
make them laugh.
what
-it supposed to be student
VIVO weeks of school asa survival period.
mind to process-and place information
' _
for-dirotro
that
laughing:
you
are
studenes.
learning
that
going
to
be
hectic
and
instead-ofdiseovered
-Ws
TrainNroly-eieded
•President -of-the Off
are going to have a hard time managing • ming it all in at once.
releases endorphins, the chemical that
their time, but they should always
It's also very important to set realistic acts as a natural tranquilizer in the body . :Campuelloard. Jessica Loos has been
an outspoken critic of both the man:
goals for yourself as to what you want Laughing has been found to be a great
remember that it will be over •soon."
datory fee and TUB.
to achieve for the time period you are was to allesiate stress,•' Whitman
Whitman said.
In a scathing article in the March issue
Students who have trouble dealing
studying and for the grade you can
said.
of the Off Campus Hoard-funded
Whetstone. Loos refers to The Union
Board as. "another infectious germ
which the fee has brought nits plague
BLOOM COUNTY
by Berke Breathed
of dishonest) and corruption."
1 oos said she belieses. TUB lhaanot
defined then audience, and is Merely
duplicating the efforts of the programming hoards of the student gosertunent,
which currently represent the offcampus students, the fraternities, and
dormitory residents
TUB reciesed $100,000 for its programs, a bildget three times as large as
the last year's ()CB budget.
"I can't see how they could just give
$100.000 to a board with no past track
record." Loos said
Michael McQuarrie, program coordinator for TUB, said that he felt that
TUB's programming for the year has
BY GARRY TRUDEAU - been a success.
McQuarne said because TUB was
putrd114.'"
A4L.1075, EERY- NOMAIIIAff
founded as a direct result of the student
'44.05
ZONKSity
RE:Aar
COt AP 4.47
BAC P INFORt
life fee, which had generated a large
10:P5E Fibltr
DID PIE
U550 70
aleit SarN6
negative reaction from students, it had
1.0157 moor
MAKE IT'
PO 7,4151 • NO
automatically been put into a position
FOP FUN?
to pistils their programming.
)
1
4
"It's like we were the new kids on an
old block, with a big house and lots of
mories, and the old kids resent that.
McQuarrie said
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They were taken to an Algiers chcic
in an ambulance with their brother.
Fidel Khaled Al-Sabah. who suffered
from a nervous disorder, a doctor said
Tadar el-Kebs, a 31 -year -old
businessman, said he saw the hijackers
going through the plane trying to wipe
out their fingerprints at about 4 a m .
"the first indication I had that our
rekase was imminent "
Abdel Monem Mahmoud, an Egyptian who was the plane's purser, said the
worst time was "when they put a gun
to the .head of one of the passengers
their eyes behind their masks were sharp
and expressionless like those of 'a
shark"

-
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Dukakis nears Democratic nominatioi
W ASHINGTON,'
(AP) — I3emocratie
a substantial lead in nominating
loaders across the country embraced - Odegates and put a lid, at-least -temMichael Dukakis as their partyi porarily, on speculation of a deadlockpresidential front-runnner on Wednesed convention in Atlanta in July.
day although most reluctant to anoint
"It won't be a brokered convention.
him as the nominee.
It'll be a first ballot 'victory_ for
Dukakis.-- said Fred Brown, a
"The fat lady isn't singing yet. but she
Democratic National, Committee
my be warming up," South Carolina
member from Oklahoma.
state chairman Chris Verenes said in
Connecticut Democratic chairman John
reference to the saying that the opera
F. Droney Jr. said he expects a two-man
isn't over "until the fat lady sings."
race through the California primary and
then "I expect that Governor Dukakis
"I think it Surely puts him in the
will be nominated on the first ballot at
driver's seat," said Maryland party ofthe convention.
ficial John Willis.
The New York thing almost locks it
The, Massachusetts governor's dear -up for Dukakis, or comes close to it,"
cut win over Jesse Jackson and Sen.
1984 unsuccessful candidate Sen. John
Albert Gate Jr. in New York gave him
Glenn of Ohio said.

Write for
-the

"I think it's going to be much
smoother sailing now," Georgia party
chairman John Henry Anderson said.
Maine Democratic state chairman
Rick Barton said the win does not assure,
Dukakis of the nomination, assiithoth
well for the candidate.
"He has the advantage, but he has to
continue to capitalize on that advantage..." Barton said. "Once you statrt
getting over 50 percent of a primary
vote, you are a very electable candidate."
Dukakis himself refused to claim the
mantle of likely nominee, saying
"nothing in this world is inevitable and
weve got much to do." He was also
wise to the roller-coaster ways of
Democratic presidential politics. Several
front-runners have come and gone in
1988.
"Anything can go bump in the night

March issue
said-funded
The Union
i,lious germ
in As plague

in Democratic politics," Illinois state
chairman Vince Demuzio said. "You
have some large key states that are left.
And we probably won't have it locked
up before the convention, but who
knows?"
Lynn Cutler„ Despocratic National
Committee vie chair and an uncommitted delegate from Iowa, said Dukakis'
strong New York victory "solidifies his
position." But she noted "there is a
tendency in the Democratic Party to slap
the front-runner on the wrist."
"He looks good, but it's not a done
deal yet," she said. New York Gov,
Mario Cuomo was annoyed at reporters
who asked Wednesday whether
Dukakis' nomination was inevitable.
"Of course it's not inevitable," he said
at a news conference in Albany.
What would derail it?
"Defeat. Abdication. Surrender.
Change of mind," Cuomo said.
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SUMMER STORAGE AVAILABLE
FROM $100 FOR MAY, JUNE, JULY, & AUGUST

Help Wanted
The Bounty Towne Is anoopting applications for pan-time door persons,

Summer Leases Also Available
From $525 including Utiltties
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SEEKING PRACT1b
WORK EXPERIENCE?

.1. Realty Management
42-4815
66-2071 for site manager

fences required

I can be slime by ap••intment

Cal Dunhill Temporary Systems for information
_ an clew variety of assignments from which to

choose.
Earna and gain practical experience!

''''

ULJEvULwCY
627-5504

Regitter with Dunhill and discover the Dunhill
difference!
Cal now to set up an appointrnent!

1 Union Street

761-TEMP

Dunhill
Trir=ir
Of Portland, Inc
EEOC IsI/F

Movies
Wrestling Main Event
Boat WWF • Vol 15
Transmutations
The Sicilian
Less Than Zero
Date With An Angel
Two Kinds of Love

Movies:

Tues. $1.50
Wed. $1.00

Club Card
25 Movies $25.00

Laundromat
Opening This Week!

VIDEOS-MEGABUCKS-BEVERAGES
OPEN 6:00 cm to 1 1:3Opm DAILY
FRI. 8 SAT III 12:30 cm

SUNDAY Tit 11:00
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*Plans

tewilthised frogs gageII
tars acaums to faculties organued uxo
relatisety unular disciplinary group.
uses" and the wood being "those op-

the sCia5CO25.
pathology depirtments under the one
"A heck of a lot of scientists and
roof
deans of sciences spend time in
• Hitt said he feels this plan is not as
Washington (working to get grants and
Focused administruirely as the WcA klt"
'llean
said.
he
programs)."
, plan, in which Arts and Sciences was
Gernignani does not do that."
divided into Colleges of Arts and
In a four-page introduction and raHumanities and Social and Behasioral
tional memo attached to the drafts. Hitt
Sciences, with sciences being Owed
writes
within another college.
"(But) this is a lot better focused to
"If we are to escape the limiting
what we have now," Hitt said.
boundaries of playing a zero-sum-game
Under the Maple plan, the faculties for already scarce campus resources,
would be headed by three deans respondeans must work with faculty and curssible to Hitt who would also hold the titral administration to represent the
tle of provost of the College of Arts and
strengths and needs of programs to exSciences.
ternal agencies and individuals."
This would allow the deans more time
In addition to the three faculties, the
to spend in their respective areas as op- plan also calls for a College Acackrnic
posed to having the current one dean of Senate consisting of all faculty members
Arts and Sciences, Michael Gernignani.
or at least representatives, Wilson said.
"How much breadth can one man acThe senate would be responsible for
complish," Wilson said. "He
scion/Curriculum and approsing new
(Gemignaru) has a very difficult strucprograms and courses, he tad
ture to manage.'•
According to the draft proposal, the
Chernosky agrees.
plan *as proposed to address two op.
Not only is it important to keep all the
posing points of stew that has e come
sciences together, he said, but it is also
out of debate of ores's-sus plans.
important to have someone devoted to --The first being the "soon' advent-

philosophy.
"%hat we were trying to accomplish
is maintaining a liberal arts environment
and at the same time have a relatively
more homogeneous faculty," Wilson
said.
On the other hand, the first of the
plans, proposed by Vice President for
Academic Affairs John Hitt and the
Reorganization Committee would join
all sciences under a College of Natural
Sciences and place the remaining 15 Arts
and Sciences departments into a
separate College of Liberal-Arts.
'In the Hitt plan, the proposed College
of Liberal Arts would consist of-15 of
Arts and Sciences' current departments
and is nearly identical to a college structure proposed in the fIrst draft, put forth
Nov. 30.
Meanwhile.the college's departments
of computer science, geological sciences,
mathematics, physics and astronomy,
and zoology, would join chemistry from
the College of Engineering and Sciences
and the College of Life Sciences and
Agriculture's
biochemistry.
microbiology,- -asiChotany and plant
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Isespil-Charmisky,easeelmr professor
of gasingleal ideates,
posed to reorganization generally fear a
diminishing role for the traditional
liberal arts approach to a college education
Having smaller, better administrativeIY focused colleges was one of the main
reasons Hitt and UMaine President Dak
lick cited for the need for
reorganization
Hot said both plans are acciAptable
and that the faculty input from the two
open forums will be important in the
decision as to which plan will be taken
to the HOT
Hitt did say however the Maple plan
is an unusuak plan, and "we don't 41-nunistratively organize colleges like that.
It's harder to know where to go at the
outset l'se nest, letnI that approach us
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COLUMBIA,S C (AP) — The Pn-bankrupmairustee said Wednesday that
he hopes tie ministry reformed itself
enough that the Internal Revenue Service will not revoke its tax-exempt
status, even though an appeals court
Paved the way for just such an action
Trustee David Clark also said the
rimikcielly trailed ministry is consider
Ilddkimmi appeals in the wake of the
---taiwai appellate court riding.
"Ons hope is that we have
--- amestrated good faith to the IRS, by
the way the place has been run and the
(changes)that have been made to operations and integrity, that they have been
made to operations and integrity, that
they might be willing to hold off." he
said.
Clark made the comment after a hear
ing in U.S Bankruptcy Court, during
which Judge Rufus Reynolds approved
the sale of $3.2 million in PT1 propertY
Earlier in the day, a three-judge Panel
of the 4th U.S Circuit Court of Appeal-A
in Richmond, Va., upheld a decision in
the IRS' favor by U.S. District Judgc
Karen I. Henderson of Columbia
In her March 7 ruling, Henderson
found that the bankruptcy court where
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Air Force unveils Stealth bomber
The Air
WASHINGTON (AP)'
veil of
long
decadea
Force. lifting
secrecy, released pictures of its Stealth
bomber on Wednesday and said the
plane would make its first test flight this
fall.
As disclosed in 1985 by former Sen.
Barry Goldwater, R-Ariz., the new longrange strategic bomber resembles a big
"flying wing" with no fuselage in the
middle
The Stealth bomber, officially
designated the B-2, takes its nickname
from the fact it is designed to fly without
showing tip on radar .
Sen. Sam Nunn. D-Ga.. chairman of
the Senate Armed Services Committee.
predicted the bombe/ "will render obsolete billions of dollars of Soviet investment in their current air defense:"
The Air Force said in a statement that
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the program as a result of current and
it was beginning to lift its secrecy surprojected fiscal restraints," it said.
apthe
of
rounding the plane because
me
"When that process is completed later
someti
flight
maiden
the
proach of
year, the Air Force will release those
this
this fall.
figures."
updated
mance
perfor
as
details
Such
Rep. Les Aspin, D-Wis., chairman of
characteristics, clew size and maximum
the House Armed Services Committee,
payload remain classified, however, the
just last month described as "probably
Air Force said.
the
unrealistic- the Au Force's onginal cost
about
details
the
of
Indeed, some
phee's design — for example, the palce- estimate for the 8-2.
The Northrop Corp., which is
ment of the engine exhaust outlets - have
building the plane for the Air Force, is
been deliberately masked in the artist's
known to have suffered some overruns
rendering released Wednesday, service
and
delays, having written off more
said.
sources
"too million on the project in rethan
ledge,
acknow
The Air Force did
cent years.
though, that its cost estimate foe the
The Air Foce declined to give the
Stealth bomber was now being revised.
precise date the first test flight had been
"While the aquisition of 132 B-2
only that it would ocbombers was onvnally estimated to cow-- scheduled, saying
fall."
"this
cur
Air
the
dollars.
1981
in
S36.6 billion
"On its maiden flight, the 8-2 will
Force is re-evaluating cost estimates for

launch from its assembly facility at Air
Forte Plant 42 in Palmdale. Calif,.
where fight testing will be conducted," the service said.
"The initial flight of the 8-2 will
highlight the return of tlinfting wing
design to military aviation,"
The flying wing design has long been
the object of experimentation by Northrop. The company flew a propellordriven version of such a plane, known
as the XB-35, in 1946.
A jet-powered version, the ir"B-49,
first flew in late 1947 and was tested by
the Air Force. But the service never purchased any of the planei and experimentation with the prototypes ended by the
early ...19501.

Redesigned shuttle booster undergoes test
BRIGHAM CITY, Utah (AP)

A
full-scale firing of the redesigned space
shuttle booster •rocket Wednesday was
cautiously hailed as a step toward
America's resumption of manned space
flights next August.
But Morton Thiokol and NASA officials said it will take a week to 10 days
to verify that the two-minute test, the
first of three final tests rewuired before
a shuttle launch, which was a complete
SUCCICSI •

The test was the first full-scale firing
in which deliberate flaws were introduced in critical joint seals, one of which
failed an caused the destruction of the
shuttle Challenger 27 months ago.

"It's like finally winning the quarter finals on the NCAA." said Allan
McDonald, Morton Thiokol vice president of engineenng. -From everything
we've seen, it performed exactly as we
expected it to. We're all very ariiiOus to
get into the motor and pull it apart."
McDonald said a prehmiary inspection of test data and a cursory look at
the 126-foot rocket indicated super-hot
gases during ignition were contained by
the two flawed seals.
There also was no indication of
damage to a boot nng on the rocket's
aft segment, a different version of which
broke apart during a full-scale test Dec.
23, he said

_
R. Ilsoinpson director of NASA's
J.R
Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Ala., said a successful test was
crucial if the space agency is to meet its
timetable for resuming shuttle flights in
mid-August
"If we get good results, then we'll
press on at the Cape," he said, referring to preparation for launch of the
shuttle Discovery at Cape Canaveral.
The shuttle program has been grounded since the Jan. 28, 1986, Challenger
explosion in which seven crew members
perished. A presidential commission
blamed the disaster on a flawed joint
seal in one of the booster rockets that
permitted super-hot gases to escape and

ignite the ilnittk's es-Eternal fuel tank.
For Wednesday's test at Thiokol's
Wasatch Operations facility 25 miles
west of here, engineers left a one-tenthinch gap between segments of insulation
that meet at the center field joint to sec
whether the insulation would close itself
during a launch, or permit gases to
strike a third 0-ring added since
Challenger o each of the segmented
rocket's three field joints..
In the nozzle-to-case joint, a small
"blowhole" was bored thropugh new
polysulfide adhesive, which binds the insulation to the casing. Engineers expected the hole to allow gases- to reach
the third, or innermost,0-ring.
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Legislature approve spendingfor bills.
sions were expected on proposed bond
AUGUSTA, Maine(AP) — After a
day of negotiations, both face-to-face
tSfUeS totalling 368
and behind dosed doors, legislative
The deliberations by the 10 leaders,
leaders agreed Wednesday to about $4.5
over dozens of unbudgered bills conmillion in new spending for bills not
sumed several hours, delaying the beginpreviously included in the budget.
ning of floor action until late afternoon.
Meanwhile, on what was expected to _ and used up virtually all of the money
be the eve of adjournment, the House
that is expected to. become available
gave final approval loan $85.5-million
through mid-I989.
"We've got $2,400(left) to spend,"
supplemental budget And final deci-

44141
Dr. kuth
Now Dr. Ruth answers questions from
people just like you! Look for Dr. Ruth's
column on love, sex & relationships every
Wednesday

and Friday

in The Daily Maine Campus

She's terr-r-rific!
"aef

A

A

Duaribuisel by King Feseures Synricas• lbc

Barely. $3 million had been available
chuckkii Senate President ('harks P.
Pray D-Millinocket, after the last •everaM—Tiv unbudgeted hills whafoadalis began
their 'discussions, but Gov. John R.
runs through the last of the bills.
McKernan Jr ultimately agreed to in"I move that we terminate im•
mediately, before anybody has any more crease his administration's estimates of
anticipated revenues, the basis for the
bright ideas," replied House Speaker
budget. by *Oily more than SI
Martin.
I,.
John
He mot nevrardod by the leaders' en
sed thiiesders WIT
The bills endor*
still subject to amendment and (*al dorsement of several components of his
legislative Prograra, including addrtional
enactment on the floor, but traditionally
funding for his proposed "HOT." or
the end-of-session deals struck by
leadership are ratified by the rank and
Ise, FL'!ii DING page 7i
file

Iran begins mobilization
for enemy confrontations
,-----NtcpSiA. Cyprus, (API — Iran

cease-fires lasted only a few days.
began fulrmohtlizario_n_Wednesday to
After the Iraqi announcement 6ut
confront the L'ruted States and Iraq.'and
before midnight, Iraq said it fired
Into Tehran, Isfahan and
it fired a missile into Kuwait that
reportedly fell near's U.S.-run oilfield. Shiraz Tehran-radio reported a strike
Iraq fir* missiles into three _Iranian-- —on -Tehran
were lulled cities.
The ;lashes with the US. NavY and
The official Islamic Republic News the unexpected Iraq* recapture of the
Agency said Iranian forces killed or 'Fa* peninsula — the first major Iraqi
wounded 300 Iraq= and captured more offensive in two years — clearly have
than 250 . in the Shemiran mountian
bolted the Iranians
region of Kurdistan in northern Iraq.
The radio said all volunteers, known
Iraq claimed its forces were mopping
as '•basii." should report to bases
up Iranian pockets of resistance* Iraq's throughout the country "and get ready
southern Faw peninsula after recapturfor departure" to the battlefront
ing the region two years after the IraThe broadcast, made no mention of
nians overran it.
numbers, but Iranian leaders have
Iraq also said it would stop bombarclaimed uo to 5 million Iranians were
ding Iranian cities beginning at midnight
trained in the last six months:(4 p.m. EDT) as long as Iran did the
The. US. Navy sank an Iranian
same, the Iraq* News Agency reported.
patrol holt,crippled two frigates and set
There was no immediate response
two offshore oil platforms on fire Mon
from Iran. Hundreds have been killed
in the exchanges since Feb. 29 and two
lose IRAN pese 19)
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Open Hearings
For Faculty, Staff, Students
with the

Advisory Committee on 11
University Reorganization

Thursday, April 21.
and
Friday, April 22
4:00 to 6:00 prni
137-13enneft Hall
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Health Occupations Training, initiative
to ease a shortage of nurses and a special
tax credit for investments that lead to
the creation of jobs.
"If we get out of here tomorrow and
get what looks to be coming our way.
we're going to be very pleased, — said
administration lobbyist H. Sasvin Millett
Jr
Also endorsed was a bill winning
leaders' support were proposed referendums on plans to allow presidential
primaries it Maine strating in 1992 and
to make the state Constitution "genderneutral" by removing referrices to sex.

The latest bill tip curb random drugtesting in the workplace, a Democratic
perennial that has been vetoed three
times in the past by the Republican
governor, was stripped of its $42,000
price tag but recommended for passage
without fund*. ,
- nt Senate
Its chief proponent.-Mhlua
Majority Dennis L. Dutremble,
acknowledged that the latest proposal
also was likely to be vetoed.
Most of the individual proposals carried relatively modest price tap and the
tone of the leadership meeting, conducted before a standing-room -only sap-.

(criminalised from page 4)
ization prodlence of legislators and lobbyists,. was— Fit- is under reorgan
ceedings did not have the authority to
cordial.
issue a preliminary injunction prevenSenate Majority Leader Nancy Ranting the IRS from lifting the ministry's
dall Clark, D-Freeport, who grumbled
was
money
taxexempt status.
much
at one point that too
A spokesman for the IRS in
being funneled to northern- Maine
gton, Steven Pyrek, declined to
Washin
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Lawyers tor. the Fort Mill-based
"More potatoes," she said, proministry had argued that the loss of the
mpting Pray to ad-lib an addition to the
could scuttle efforts to reorganize
status
bill's title.
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Classifieds
Earn Shundreds weeklyS in your
spare time. .United Services of
for
looking
is
America
hornewor ken to perform Mail serprograms
Incentive
vices.
available. For information send
large self-addressed stamped
envelope to U.S.A. 24307 Magic
Mtn. Pkwy., Suite 306, Valencia.
CA 91355.

Gress & Judy (603) 463-5575 or
our lawyer David Bamford (603)
868-2414 if you prefer. Adoption
will be in compliance with Maine
state law.
Swan's Island, Mc. 3bdr., deck,
view: hiking. swimming. JuneSept. $350/wk. No smokers(609)
466-1102

EDUCATION JOBS FALL
1988—Local & National, Placement, Service Teachers/Admin.
all subject areas. CONTACT: J.E.
Mack, Education Job Search, Box
223, Georpetown, MA 01833(617)
152-8473

Maintenance person needed at
Chewonki Campgrounds in
Wiscasset. Must be reliable and
have some knowledge of carpentry, small engine repair and plumbing. Flexible hours Call 548-6291
or 465-7879.

FOR SALE—IBM PC convertible
computer. It's a PC and more.
Use it in your home with its
monochrome display, or fold it into your backpack or briefcase and
take it into the field with its LCD
display. Automatically adapts to
voltage in any country and has a
built-in battery which lasts for 10
hours and recharges when you
plug the computer in. Comes with
640K bytes of memory, two 3 vi
inch disk drives, LCD and
Monochrome displays, DOS 3.0,
Lotus, and Professional Write.
..saking SI.200- -call 581-1267 days
and 866-3134 evenings, ask for
Michael.

Orono apt 2 bedroom, quiet,
available now. $335 plus utilities. •
866-7849.
Summer roommates wanted Ira
house private bedroom/coin
2
1
washer/1 /
vrashndry/dish
bath/call Joann 827-8604 or
Tamara 4774 campus. Grail deal
Summer help on Martha's
Vineyard Sales clerks and assistant candy makers Please write
Murdick's Fudge. 5377 Londonderry SE, Grand Rapids, MI
49508.
Typing service available Will do
term papers, dissertations, theses,
letters, resumes, etc. Quality, proofed work. Pick up/delivery
available. Call 943-2163.

Warm, caring. adventurous, professional couple would like to
adopt a newborn child If you, or
someone you know, is looking for
a loving home for a baby, call
5

• %%%%% ••

Leviasky'sh bidet for saunner.
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... is now accepting applications for the positions of

ADVERTISING MANAGER
and

ADVERTISING PRODUCTION
1
MANAGER
Please applytn person to
Suite IA. Lord Hal
WitSOMMOLIMISSICSainttlialtiniCts

Looking for Summer Fun!!! A
trip down the Allagash - a Llama
trip in the Mahoosics! Write or
Steve Keane, Box 754, Bethel,
call
.-.
Me. 04217. (207) 824-2608 (after
5 p.m.) to arrange the trip of a
lifetime! 3,4. or 7 day trips arranged, also group trips, at the
• cheapest prices in the East.
Roommate wanted M/F for Sept.
1 new apt. wwcrp mcrv VCR,cable
HT&HW incld. Nice locale
3192/moth. 947-8698.
One and two bedroom apartments
available in Orono. Evenings call
866-3248 or 866-2518.
Found! A watch was found in
Stubles Hall on April 7. Call 2509
P'Nuts Food Coop Is open every
Monday and Thursday. 4-7 p.m.
Good food at good prices. After
the Fall Juices. $1.48. Ben and
Jerry's Ice Cream. SI.51. Grams,
beans, tofu, cheese, nuts an dried
fruit. Basement of Chadbourne

Leader,
Counselors, Trip
ance,
Mainten
Crafts,
st,
Naturali
kitchen help. FOR APPLICATION/JOB DESCRIPTION
ABNAK1 G.S. COUNCIL, 141 N.
MAIN

BREWER, ME 01412, 989:1474.

PARR SUPERVISOR- Person
with horitcultural experience to
work in 66 acre park in Camden.
35 hr. week, May 16-Oct. 14
Responsibilities: supervising
workers, greeting the public, planning educational programs,
maintenance of gardens. Salary
commensurate with experience.
Call 236-3778
Found - one gold bracelet after the
Graham Chapman lecture last
Saturday. Please identify upon
retrieval Wednesday night 6:3() in
the Ham Room at the Union
WAATED: sales computronics
sells computer supplies, diskettes
(even colored) write for more information Computromcs, Ptullips
Corner Road Box 2940 Pittsfield,
Maine 04967
Parttime telephone interviewers
for summer and/or fall. Research
not sales. Flexible 4-hour shifts
evenings, weekends at out Orono
facility. Paid training. Research
866-5595.

Hall.
SUMMER JOBS AT CAMP
NATARSWI Waterfront Director/Assistants, Canoeing/sailing
Unit/Assistant
_Ikuctor.

Classifieds are 50' per line. They
are published on Tues. & Timm.
And are due Noa. & Wed. before
soon.

•• ••• •
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Cashiers, sales, and stockpeople
needed for Portland and our new
W'indham and Freeport stores.
For fast-paced, exciting work;
good hours. and a well-used. discount, get an. application from
Career Planning and Placement,
Wingate Hall.

Penobscot Terrace
Apartments
Now available 3 bedroom
apts. with 2 kitchens plus
study. $620 per mo.
includes heat and hot
water. _
Iiimite from (Maine 866-2429
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Editorial
Conflict is re-examined
B
oth parties in the Israeli-Palestinian
conflict have acted atrociously in recent years.
and with equal fervor.
What takes place now is of secondary significance,
however. What matters is what's remembered, and
atrocities committed by either side will feed the fires for
generations to come.
To begin with. the Israeli nation was fcirced to
legitimize its existence with violence.
The Israelis have a terrible human rights record but
this is only a symptom of the nation's upbringing. After
all, hiiman beings are not born violent, but as violence
becomes a state institution, younger members find it
difficult to break away from the pattern.
To recall the attempted annihilation of Israel brings
memories of anguish and overwhelming insecurity.
Apart from defense concerns, security for the Israelis
also has meant prosperity, and they may have taken too
much.
In the late 1940s. Palestinians moved out of their
country and declared war on Israel. Like any powerful
nation, Israel has the right to refuse their re-entry, but
they have exacerbated the conflict by denying West
Bank and Gaza Palestinians the nght to carry on in
their own decent manner.
The failure of the Palestinians to recognize Israel is
one thing. The Israeli treatment of Palestinean foes is
quite another

The conflict represents a breakdown of communication and a general misunderstanding of the other side's
true intentions. There are many on either side who take
extremist views, but they are by no means a majority. ,
On either side of the conflict, the &serest person seems.
to have been drawn into the mainstream political siew
which, in recent decades, has become the most ethersanal view. This was especially true In times of violent
conflict, when cool heads no longer prevailed.
A resolution of the Israeli-Palestineart conflict rests in
the power of continued negotiation.
. . Indeed, when the popularity of diplomatic representatives are questioned, the nation refocuses its strength
on the power of words and deeds, not weapons. ,
The United States government has done link to pre- 'sent an ongoing struggle in the region, The provisions
of Camp David were superficial and the U.S has exacerbated the problem by arming Israel.
lithe broths ware 411ife of their position and the
tremendous firepower which supports it. they might
redefine their concept of regional security. The security
of their Palestinian neighbors should be a primary concern at this point.
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—Mini* Day. gibei0eY.
• Just.kidding. I think, but at least
I've got your attention. Good old M
Day is another great UMaine tradition, we'll all admit, both because It
gets us out of a day of classes, and
because it cleans this Inner-city slum
of a campus after a winter of abuse.
---But it would be unfair for the day
to pass without any discouraging
words. As some great cynic said long
ago (it Must have been an ancestor of
our now infamous R.K. Dietrich),
there's nothing so good that I can't
np it to shreds if I think herd. With
this in mind, and my hate-Mail-proof
helmet firmly planted on my head.
here I go.
After a quick walk- around Campus, I came to realize that one of my
all-time least favonte Chores must
have been the one everyone was,
assigned for Maine Day.
What would that be? Why, it's
"1 et•s sweep the dirt in the parking
lots into great big piles .that may
never be picked .up."
Maybe I'm being picks, but after
five summers of work at a place
where Busy Job Number One was
sweeping the parking lot because we
had nothing else to do,it's a sore spot
with me.
The last time I checked, the wooed
was a legitimate place for din to hang
out. For us to sweep this otherwise
happy dirt ..away from its rightful
place, where it is pan of a thnsing
ecosystem of as own, is unfair.
As a matter of fact, I wouldn't be
surprised if one of those protest
groups .1 write about'esery now and
then decides to protest this blatant
disregard for din's rights. I hope so.
The obvious chant would be. "Hes.
Ho. let the dart go." Remember, if
you hear anyone chant that. I wrote
it first. and I want royalties for eack.
repetition of that catchy phrase
And those piles of dirt. What happens to them now' At last count, we
had 31 piles Of said Din-of-Violated
Rights in the parking lot behind Lord
Hall, and no Din Relocation Van
was in sight.
What's going to become of those
piles? According WMEB weather
guru Doug Vanderweide, who compiles wind-SelOCity statistics by licking his finger and waving his hand in.
the air, belching into the face of the
gale, and throwing a plastic beer cup
and measuring the distance covered
_.0_11_the_first_Nuirs,.x.
,the wind is howling over those 31 piles of dirt at a rate
of about 35 miles per hour while I
write this.
I'm not a Wind-and-Dirt expert,
but something tells me that by the
time the Dirt Relocation Van arrives
tomorrow morning (assuming it has
plans on Picking up said unhappy dirt
piles), each speck of din will have
made as way back to its original spot,
and all that M-Day effort will have
been for naught.
That too, isn't right. The only way
we can be fair about this is to honor
those dedicated dirt-sweepers by
holding another Maine Day next
week. We may have to put the good
Dr. Lick to work driving the I)irt
Relocation (for him we can change
the name to Reorganization) Van to .
ensure the objectives are met, butw hat the heelt74etls- give it ge-
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Response
Take pride in Stein song's uniqueness
To the editor
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What's all this talk I hear
about changing the Maine Stein
Song? I heard this terrifying
rumor and almost choked on
my beer. I would bke to ask Dr.
Markowsky to leave well
enough alone. Changing the
song makes about as much

inert.
y the
msCs
it has
ry dirt
have
spot,
have
y way
ionor
s by
next
good
Dirt
lange
an to
, but

man sing' come across as sexist? If the song gets unnecessarily rearranged, then LOYAL
Maine men might become a
scarce commodity.
I'm talking about tradition
here. Something that goes back
80 years in my family. My
grandfather (class of 1910) used to bounce me on his knee

wnd sing the Stein Song as loud
as he could. It was something
he was very proud of. My uncle (class of 1962) was expected
as a freshman to learn and
know the song by heart.
No, I don't think we should
change the song. Instead we
should take pride in its uniqueness and spirit. I urge

everyone to thank about
being proposed here/and do.
fend the tradition..,......"
Don't butcher /the Maine
Stein Song or well have trouble raising our heads, let alone
our steins.
John Lamb
Orono

Valedictorian should speak
To the editor:
I recently heard that the
saledictonan will not be allowed to speak at. graduation.
Some people may feel relief
that they won't have to sit
through any more speakers
than they have to I feel
otherwise.
The valedictory address is

not only a tradition at the
university, but also adds a personal touch to an otherwise impersonal and stuffy ceremony.
Maybe university officials are
afraid that if they allow a student to speak, they may be
criticized, as they have been in
past years. in front of parents
and alumni.
The person who worked hard

for four years deserves the
honor of speaking and leaving
final thoughts with fellow
seniors. Putting a time limit on
the speech may be appropriate.
but let's not eliminate the tradition of the valedictory address.
Ed I achapelle
Orono

Keep tradition the same
To the editor:
Why is there a need to
change the Maine Stein Song?
There must be better things on
this campus to worry about. If
we change the Stein Song.
what's next? Has anyone read
Linclon's Gettysburg Address
lately? It is right in our library.
Let me get to my point.
Lincoln's address starts:
"Four score and seven years
ago our fathers brought forth
on this continent a new nation,
conceived in liberty and
dedicated to the proposition
that all men are created
equal. " Are we going to
change his address, too? I hope

not. How about the Constitution and Declaration of Independence? I want our
children to be able to learn
about our history, traditions
and our heritage in its original
form. Untouched.
I don't want every speech,
tradition and sons to be changed. Let's wine today's speeches
in a non-sexist manner That's
the way we should do things today. Let's not worry about
changing things that are in the
past. Even today people are
writing songs in a sexist
manner
I am not a Michael Jackson
fan. but I will use him as an example His new number one

hit. "Man in the Mirror."
Are we going to get him to
change his song, too? No. But
I'm sure he means women also
can make a change. Let's not
read into things so much.
Maybe things are better off left
the way they were originally
written. The Maine Stein Sons
is part of a Maine tradition.
Let's keep that tradition and
continue to sing the Maine
Stein Song the way it should be
sung, the way it was made
famous so many years ago by
Rudy Vallee,

Mark Gould
Old Town

Phippen a special teacher
unisersity, I. have often heard
students talking about how
- they enjoy him as a
I am writing in reply to the mu..h
recent letter concerning the teacher I realize that the decinon-renewal of Sandy Phip- sion has already been made
pen's contract. As a graduate 'concerning his future and also
of Orono High School, I en- that nothing any of us students
joyed Mr. Phippen's en- say is likely to make a difthusiasm and authority in the ference (what else is new?!?),
but I can say that you are makfield of Eriglish
ing a mistake.
He kept the classes alive with
amusing
anecdotes and
I could name a half a dozen
wonderful tellings of his past
other English teachers here on
Although I am not a student
campus who are not worthy of
in one of his classes here at the
their jobs They bring no en-
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'sense as changing the school _
colors. After all, isn't blue a
boy's color?
Does the song really promote
drinking? Well, the first time I
heard it. I was so overcome by
the words that I developed an
uncontrollable urge to guzzle a
12-pack Holy cow. Does the
eiSe "let every loyaf Maine

thusium into the class, and
often they look at us students
as if we have no ideas of our
Own — their word is the
Gospel!
But Mr. Phippen is different.
It is a great waste to let his
talent go unused and I feel that
the students who.have yet to experience his teaching will _ be
missing out on a -good time!"
I hope that you will reconsider his position here at the
university.•
Kimberly Wade

Have a gripe? Let other people
know what's on your mind.
Send a letter to
he Daily Maine Campus.
r
.
"golom4;a0111

WHEN WRITING...
The Daily Maine Campus welcomes letters, to the editor and commentaries-from
members of the university comtn unity.rtetters should be 300 words or less, and comIn order to
mentaries about 450 words.—
verify the validity of letters, we must have
a name, address, and telephope number.
Although the newspaper welcomes
anonymous- letters, it will not print them
unless a special arrangement for withholding
the name has been made with the editor.
The Maine Campus reserves the right to
edit letters and commentaries for length,
taste, and libel.

Changing song a mistake
To the editor:
The other day I got into a
discussion with some other people about the ludicrous idea of
changing the Stein Song. One
of the people) spoke with, who
I would descibe as a real
scientist."
said
"rocket
something to the effect of
"school songs are unimportant
and stupid, so what difference
does it make if they're changed?" This student is a freshman
who is palaning to transfer to
another school next year.
Basically, this puts him in the
same category as George
Markowsky; the category of
those who didn't graduate from
UMaine.

What these two people fail to
see is that the Maine Stein
Song, as written, is part of
tradition. It is important part of
student and alumni heritage. It
makes peaple more spirited
toward the school. But these
two don't understand, because
they don't feel the attachment
to the institution that many
students and grads feel.
Changing the Stein Song
would be a mistake, and I'm
sure that many alumni would
be upset if it happened. As one
who is about to become part of
the alumni, I'd consider it an

Cammie Phillips
York Village

Stein Song a tradition
and symbol at -UMaine
nonsensical. What about all the
undergrads?
The Stein Song is a symbol of
I've just read about a proposal to alter the Stein Song. I tradition and spirit at Maine.
certainly hope that clearer Imagine Maine without "the
heads prevail. A song does not Pit" or "the Stacks" or "the
make someone drink alcohol. I Bear's Den." Surely there are
drank while at UMaine in the more pressing problems to deal
'Os and I also quit drinking with. When I quit drinking, I
while in attendance there. I did do not recall a simile instance of
not stop singing the school song being told I was letting the
because I no longer drank school down or that I wasn't
alcohol.(The song didn't start, living up to the Stein Song imor continue my imbibing, for age. If the purpose of the prothat matter). If a person is go- posal was to increase alcohol
ing to drink or abstain, it is due awareness, line. But let's not
toan act of free will, not coer- follow through by tearing down
cion by a song.(Performed in- the is)? from Stevens Hall.
cidently during Prohibition).
Paul E. Chandler '79
Changing. lyrics to -"Maine
St. Albans, VT.
grads!!_vt.I'Maine men" is also
To the editor:

^
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Warhors--0-ollection to be auctioned
NEW YORK (AP) — Andy Warhol's
huge and varied personal collection goes
on sale this week, offering a chance to
see — and buy - the paintings and pottery owned by the man who brought
Campbell's Soup to fine art
Some say the sale provides a prime
opportunity to learn what made the artist tick. If so, the lesson won't be easy.
Confronted with the 10.000 items on
the block, ranging from Navajo
blankets to Edgar Degas sculpture to
114 cookie jars to a Rolls Royce to a
superman touch-tone telephone, a student of the world according to Warhol
could be forgiven for resorting to Cliff
Notes.
Warhol--"went shoppies sati diYa a
week, bleis his heart," said John L.
Marion, chairman of Sotheby's North
America and its chief auctioneer.

"He was interested in form, and
shape, and various things that faitinated
him," Marion said. "And apparently,
it fascinated him more to search our and
acquire than it did ever to admire."
Warhol, who died at 58 in February
1987. was not known as a spendthnft.
so there must have been some method
that led him to aocumulate thousands of
objects from a Federal four-poster bed
to a cache of Bakelite baubles, and to
horde siiter and plastic in equal
measure.
Marion knew Warhol for 25 years, yet
he had no idea the artist had such an impressive collection of American Classical
19th century furniture. Or Art Deco furniture. Or silver of such quality. the auctioneer says, that its like has never appeared at auction before.
When Marion lifts his gavel Saturday,

The Committee for Student Publications
.

has reoposiodlito oPpeCation potiod tor the position of

Editor of the University of Maine yearbook,
the Prism
..4Tipprocation forms ore avoliolsio from the Dept. of JOutriCilerriar: fillockicosting. 107 Lord Hal. AP-Wcrtlon deocihne
April 29th.

he will open on of Sotheby's longest
sales ever for a single collection — 10
days_ The_gia-volusne catalog. compiled by an unprecedented 22 departments.,
is Sotheby's costliest at $95 and its
heaviest at 84 pounds.
Sotheby's budgeted at Least $500,000
to promote the sale and. Marion says.
"I'm sure that it has been exceeded."
Road shows exhibitedrportions of the
collection in eight cities in four countries; there were exclusive cocktail parties in Warhol's Manhattan townhouse.
For the first time in its history.
Sotheby's will hold a Sunday bidding
session, giving ordinary people a shot at
some of the more affordable collectables. The auction house even printed

a leaflet for neophytes captaining how
to bid. The first day's viewing drew
6,000 browsers — Ahree times the
normal.
Officially the sale is expected to bring
in $10 million to $15 million. But
Sotheby's ays the estimates are based on
market value without the **Warhol factor" that could boost prices. Proceeds
go to the Andy Warhol Foundation for
the Visual Arts.
This sale offers a bit of Warhol for
Just about everyone. The estimates
range from 130-S75 for a "Campbell
Kid" soup bowl (insaibild "Andy')to
1350.000-$450,000 for a kopo loon dimming titled "Screen-loWe.'

*Iran

eoutleard from page el

day in the worst clashes with the Iranians since the Navy- buildup in July last
year to curb Iranian attacks on shipping.
Iranian TV showed a ceremony in the
gulf port -of of Bushehr, where senior
military officers lauded the bravery of
the brew of the patrol boat Joshan,
which was sunk by the U.S. Navy. Iran
has said 15 of the Joshan's crew were
killed and 29 were wounded.
The clashes prompted Lloyd's of
London insurers to double their rates on
ships traveling to the gulf.
Kuwait. which Iran accused of aiding
Iraq's war effort, reported an Iranian
missile crashed in its territory before
dawn Wednesday but did not say if there
were any casualties.
A source in the gulf who spoke on
conditions of anonymity said the missile
fell in the desert area of Wafra near an

oilfield operated by Getty Oil. a U.S.
company.. Americans and Kuwaitis
•
work there.
missile was a
the
The ministry said
"Scud-type." a reference to -a -Sovietmade surface-to-surface missile often
used by Iran to attack the Iraqi capital
of Baghdad.
Previous missiles fired into Kuwaiti
terntory Of the small nation's waters by
Iran were anti-ship Silkworms made in
China.
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The ministry said "Kuwait has the full
right to take what it sees as appropriate
measures toward this new aggres•
Kuwait formally protested the missile
firing and condemned "the Iranian asgression" the Kuwait News Agency
reported

Look out folks, here we go again!!
(you can blame that radical OCB gang)

BUMSTOCK XVI
That crazy time of year is upon us once again, this
coming Saturday, April 23,from 12pm to 9:30pm
in the CABIN FIELDS
(rain date Sunday the 24th,same game plan as Saturday)

BANDS,FOODJUN AND GAMES

BUT NO-ALCOHOL

Certain General
Rewinders
Anni Clark
Some Assembly Required
BLUE FLAMES
I- Tones
Kinsmen Ridgerunners
FREE TO ALL
FREE TO ALL
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service projects, and also a good
seniester is too short and they
cystic fibrosis. •
number of faculty members and
The team for Kappa Sigma need the time to teach.
Tama Ilsraord
"The university experience is a
administration helped out."
took first place in a 15-1 victory
Soviet advisers with the delegain the final round of this tourna- living and learning experience,"
Although Maine Day '88 was tion from Kharkov State Univercolder than many previous Maine sity asked to help out at the
Days, many students and faculty barbecue after they'd watched
members around the campus UMaine faculty_gooking ham-managed to keep warm by keep- burgers and hot dOgs.
Earlier in the day, the Soviet
ing busy.
The day started at 6:30 a.m. students planted three blossoming
with a wake-up parade around crab apple trees and worked on
the University of Maine campus. landscaping around Alfond
UMaine police and fire Arena.
the band,-auxi cbeerleadell —7 -At—the tatbecue;;he Maine---Day-committee gave-iach--of the
helped:1, o—awakett-the---eampus.
community for the morning's Ser- -Soviet students a Maine Day Tshirt, Dysart said.
Members of WW2 sad The Daily 44abw Campus braved the cold weather to
vice projects.
nose
is softball combat. The Campus topped %MIER, 14-6.
As many men as women
Despite the cold of the early
photo by Doug Vanderweide
morning, some students even brought teddy bears to the teddy
ment involving 25 teams, said she said. "Working side by side
Eric Redard, the tournament's with faculty and administrators is
an important part of that excoordinator.
Redard, a brother of Alpha Phi perience that shouldn't be
Omega, which sponsored the overlooked or minimized."
Most of the students worked
event with Circle K, said the event
hard
on to complete their prowas a success despite the cold.
"It was cold but we still had a jects, Dysart said.
"They knew the job needed to
lot of people," he said. "It Was
great to see everyone out in sup- be done, and they stayed until it
was finished," she said.
port of the oozeball teams."
"Nobody was watching their
Redard said because of the
good turn-out he hopes this event watches."
Students care about keeping
and Ray Boston together will
campus neat, she said, which
the
LifOperation
for
S2,000
raise
probably
why Maine Day has
is
to
looking
toff, the organization
successful.
been so
grant Spencer's wish.
"I travel to schools all over the
Dysart said she sees- one
nation, and I always come back
obstacle .to Maine Day.
"There's a very small minori- feeling ours is the most
ty of the faculty who feel_wt__bealitif:d," Dysart said. "I know
shouldn't cancel classes on Maine why. It's because the students
Day," she said. "They feel the really do care about it."
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showed up for the parade in their
pajamas, said Nancy Dysart,
director of Alumni Activities.
Using two shifts for service
projects seemed to work out well,
Dysart said.
Most of the projects were completed, she said.
"With two -shifts, more
students were able to participate," she said. "About 2,000
to MOO students worked on the

vander:fiis •
bear contest at the barbecue,
Dysart said.
"It was a tremendous success,"
she said. "There were masses of
teddy bears. The teddy beat contest will definitely be a tradition
on Maine Day."
Another Maine Day tradition,
the annual Ocizeball tournament,
helped to raise money to fulfill
These shodual des dealt irle cool temperatures as they took part Ia the animal
the final wish of a 12-year-old .0oaeball cdt1.11101111.„
-14100-,, Deus Kusish
Pboto by Nig

boy named Spenii- has

•
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Pentagon opposes pending MIA bill
L\1

WASHINGTON(AP) — Publishing
details of reported "live sightings" of
American servicemen missing in
Southeast Asia might harm the U.S. effort to account for the men, the Pentagon said Wednesday.
The Pentagon's position was spelled
out as the Defense Department opposed a pending bill — sponsored by, Rep.
Robert Smith,(R)N.H.-requiring more
information to be revealed about reports
that some American servicernent still
may be held against their will.
The Pentagon lists 2,404 U.S. personnel as still missing and unaccounted for
from the Vietnam War, and the official
U.S. position is that the possibility that

some are still being.hela Pillotsen ears' with the families of missing service
' "In addition, the families would have
not be tuled out.
--members."
•tno control over public release of ,forSmith told a House Foreign Affairs
"We consider it essential that the mation they wish to be held ill consubcommittee that families of the setfamilies have confidence in our efforts fidence." she said.
vice personnet"ire not getting and have
to account for and return their loved
Some individuals have claimed the
nee gotten all of the information on the
government is withholding information
ones." Jackson said.
live sighting reports or all the informs"The hest way to promote this trust about the existence of POWs. Those
non in the files."
lost in earlier years is through open com- contentions have been denied repeatedDozens of POW-MIA family
munication which we have sought to ly by administration officials.
members, many of them wearing small
The bill was supported by retired Armaintain with the families." he said.
signs supporting the bill, Jammed the
Jackson said'publication of informa- my Col. Earl Hopper, who is chairman
hearing room.
tion might have a "detrimental impact of the Live POW Committee, which he
on POW-MIA intelligence investigatory said 4 an organization representing
Karl Jackson, deputy assistant
and analytical capabilities, which we 1,500 POW-MIA family members.
"We are suspicious of eterythin
secretary of defense, disputed Smith,
have gone to great lengths to develop
telling the Pacific affairs subcommittee,_ Md_strengthen during tins administra- iloyernintrit officials say. including
those in the Reagan administration,"
thiu'our policy is in be forthcoming
dom."
The same view was taken by Army Hopper said.
"If evidence does not support the exCol. Joseph Schlatter, chief of the
of live American Prisoners being
istence
Defense Intelligence Agency's special
POW-MIA office. "This legislation held by the communists, thenm there is
would adversely impact upon the abili- no logical reason for it to remain
ty of the U.S. government intelligence classified and withheld from the
agencies to collect.. investigate and American people," Hopper said.
Hopper's son. Air Force U. Col. Earl
analyze:information."
Hoosier Ir., was shot down in l9611.
The bill also was opposed bythe Na- Hopper .said. "I assunse I have been'
tional League of POW-MIA Families, given most of the unclassified informawhose director, Ann Mills Gnffiths, said tion on my son's case. I am certain,
the measure "gives the families no con- however. that more in
is
trol over the .public release of sensitive available in some government files. I am
information which could mean en- certain information provided-to me is
dangering the life of anyone still only that which the government officials
held."
want me to have."
1

Congratulations
•to the

Seniors of Alpha Phi

Maureen Bell
Lisa Briggs
Alex Carter
Tessie Dubais
Kay Hoffman
Kim Hunt
Elaine Larochelle
Shawna Michael
.. Sue Murray
II Sue Pike

I

Kathy Pratt
Molly Ronco
.Kate Russell
Cheryl Skinner
Kristie Thibeau

The Daily Maine Campus!
Contact Monica Wilcox at 581-1268.
••
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The Bear's Den
Presents

-n
Friday, April 22nd
9 p.m.-1 a.m.
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SUBMIT TO
PEER
PRESSURE!!
Join The
Peer Educator
Program

•

••• Acquire knowledge in the areas of human relations, life skills and development
'•• Develop your communication, program
development and presentation skills
••• Earn SU as you apply your knowledge and
skills in providing learning opportunities for your
peers

APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE
Applications for fall '88 positions available in the
Students' Programming Office, Second Floor, Memorial
Union, 4769; or at the Residential Life Office,
Estabrooke Hall. APPLICATION DEADLINE: MONDAY,
APRIL 25, NOON!!!
Attain valuable employment for next year--NOW!
Information Session: Thursday, april 21, 6:00 p.m.
WELLS LOUNGE, WELLS DINING COMMONS
_

A Residential Life Program
•

flegar ems
111'
111
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Black Bears crush St. Joe's, 12-3
espr Owe
Sten W!rife

University of Maine Head Coach
John Winkin juggled his batting order
Tuesday and came up with a 12-1 victory over St. Joseph's College.
Winkin was unhappy with-Abe'production he had been getting from his
3-4-5 hitters and decided to shake-up the
line-up. So far so good.
Mark Sweeney, Craig Ender and
Mike Delucia, Tuesday's 3-4-5 hitters,
went a combined 6-for-12 and idled 7
RBIs to power the Black Beerirto the
_
Winkin called gereeriey. Ender and
Deluca "aggressive hitters who really
attack the ball."
After the Monks stranded a runner an
third'in the top of the fiftt, the Bears
jumped out to a quick 2-0 lead in the
bottom of the inning.
Leftfielder Gary LaPierre opened the
inning with a double to leficenter With
two outs, Craig Ender walked and stole
second. Both scored when St. Joe's Jeff
Treadway failed to make a shoestring
catch on Mike Delucia's single to
rightfield

St. Joe's came up with a single run in
the top of the second, but Maine cushened it's lead in the third, scoring three
more runs:
Thirdbaseman Gary Dube drew a
leadoff walk and advanced to second on
Mark Sweeney's groundout. Ender
followed with a run producing double
and later scored on Delude-I tingle.
.After Delucia was caught --stealing,
right fielder Don Hutchinson doubled
--and came home on a Bill Anthoine
single.
Black Bear starter Ted Novio had
trouble in the fourth, yielding three
waits and giving up twO runs, making
the score 5-3 Maine.

- sr.- Toe's

starter Rich Cuifl Was
touched for a run in the fifth and Maine
capitalized on three Si. Joseph errors
in the sixth scoring twice more giving the
Black Bears a comfortable lead going into the final three innings.

!slaine put the game out of reach in
the seventh crossing the plate four more
times.
Monk Head Coach Jim Graffam said
he. was dissapointed with his teams
performance.
"We weren't expecting a win but
that's not out of the question either,"

...
"4111
75111110
if

ty

Gary LaPiecre digs for first.

Grafram said.
flee BASEBALL
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Block Party '88
THURSDAY 21st
6Ali Eurythmics
7 Fine Young caruvosts
6 Madness
9 'Seoussus & Bansnesis
11 Throwing Muses
12 Peter Gaonw
•XTC
3 Hoodoo Gurus
4 *Style Council
'4o•dena-•••—
Gun Club
9 New Order
10 Front 242
11 Staters of Mercy
12 — Grateful Dead

•

•

FRIDAY 22nd
SAM Marsnall Crewels*
7 *Van Morrison
9 Ramon*.
10 The Cure
12 'Todd Rundgren
Joan Arrnatrading

;

Eat Healthy with... CANTEEN

3 , *ow*
• Red,Hot GI•i• Peppers
• Grelleulirldicst•

91.9
. FM
;
;

7 •Talidng Hoods
III Simone Boys
10 'U2
12 WatertKrys
1 Lloyd Cole & Commotions
2 The Nails

SATURDAY 23rd
SAM Smithereens
7 The Damned
• English B•atiG•norai Pub.,*
• fontenderII
10,1 •The Jam
12 SASEBALL
41 'The Stones
6 MetalliCa
▪ 7 *Led Zeppeiin
Dead Kennedy,
10 Black Flag
II Circle Jerks
12 Husker Du
1 Let's Active
2 Guadalcanal Diary

/

I

Freshly polished apples, oranges
and other fruit, prden-fresh crispy
salads, low fat milk, fruit juic,m a
variety of flavored dietetic yogurts
rntztons are
ge
and exciting tshandw
all presentedvendoffered exclusively
equ
i
ing =
by C
Prepared fresh every day in the immaculate CANTEEN kitchens and
delivered by a Canteen representative, you are assured of freshness
and flavorful lunches.. day after
day. The added convenience and
speed of vended foodscan add hours
and satisfaction to your busy day.
For the health of the calorie-conscious busy person on the go, we
suuest a nutritious lunch front
CANTSEN - We think you'll likc it!

• -Two Hour*
•• -mt.. Hours

24/ Perry Road
BANGOR

_

us-ssss

Freshly Served
SANDWICHES
ICE CREAM
FRUIT HOT

COLD ORINKS

HOT & COLD ENTREES

DESERTS
MILK
CANDY
ASSORTED SNACKS
DOLLAR BALL CHANGERS

252 06d Ustion Rand
LEWISTON
764-31111

'6 Dattsrvg Ave
SO PORTLAND
773-4141

.
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AP sports digest
HANOVER.. NIL (AP) Following the lead of its athletic department in
seeking recruits. Dartmouth College is
offering free air fare for its top
freshman applicants still deciding
whether to attend the Ivy League school.
"We have actively recruited athletes
and, of' course, tliose efforts continue," said Dartmouth president
James Freedman."Now we want to invest the same energy in bringing intellectualls ambitious students to the college "
The Presidential Scholars program offers the top-ranked 187 accepted
freshman free air fare to vitit the campus this month before deciding to enroll.
Faculty members are personally inviting
the students.
A faculty committee chose the top
students and established the program.
The college this year recived 10,200
applications for a 1968 freshman class
of about 1,100.
Dartmouth is also targeting_rsinen
and minorities after they have been accepted but still are making up their
minds. This year, the admissions office
organized a telethon to contact women
who had been accepted by the college.

_
WATTLE(AP)—Ivan Calderon hit
a two-run-home run and Carlton Fisk
followed with a solo shot in the fourth
inning as the Chicago White Sox won
their fourth straight game 4-0 over the
Seattle Mariners Monday night.
—1:Wvi—Liiisar. pitched seven
shutout innings and Bill Long pitched
the last two innings
The White Sox scored all their runs
m the fourth off rookie Mike Campbell,
0-2. Ozzie Guilin.' led off with an infield
single. Harold Baines also singled and
the ball handcuffed center fielder Henrs
Coq° for an error as Quillen scored and
Baines went to second. Calderon followed with his second home run of the
season, hitting a 3-0 pitch to left field.
One out later. Fisk hit his first home run
of the year.
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(condoned from page 13)
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"We would have been happy with a
competitive ballgame, but you can't expect to beat Maine if ypu commit the
number of errors we did," Graffam
said
Novio (2-1) went seven innings to
pick up the win for the Black Bears.
•••••••
•
••••••

Qly:

Women now account tor about 39
percent of the student body at Dartmouth. and Freedman and trustees have
called for a significant increase in that
number

*Baseball

•

Daily Main

•

Gown (3-2) took the loss for the
Monks
Maine will play a doubleheader
against Husson College today at
Mahaney Diamond. The first game is
scheduled to start at 1 p.m.
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The following groups are entitled to a
certificate for their volunteer efforts
through out the year.
"Special thanks for donating so many
hours throughout the year to help out the
campus as well as the community."
Accounting Club
Alpha Chi Omega
Alpha Gamma Rho &
Their Little Sisters
Alpha Omicron Pi
Alpha Phi Omega
Alpha Tau Omega
Alpha Phi
Arnold Air Society
Beta Theta Pi
Chi Omega
Circle K
Commuter Student
Services
Corbett Hall D.G.B.
Delta Delta Delta
Delta Tau Delta
Delta Upsilon
Delta Zeta
Eta Kappa Nu

Appreciation Night
.••.••:I.,• • •

•
•
• ••• ••

••
•

Gamma Sigma Sigma
Hancock Hall D.G.B.
Interdormitory Board
International Student
Club
Kappa Sigma
Knox Hall D.G.B.
Panhellenic Council
Navigators
•
Off Campus Board
P'Nuts Coop
Penobscot Hall D.G.B.
Pi Beta Phi
Phi Eta Kappa
Phi Gamma Delta
Phi Mu
Preventive Medicine
Michelle Pride
Senior Skull Society
Sigma Chi
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Sigma Nu
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Student Government
Student Alumni Assoc
Tau Beta Sigma/Kappa
Kappa Psi
Tau Kappa Epsilon
The Union Board
Theta Chi
U.M.F.B.
U.V.A.C.
Wilde Stein Club
York Village D.G.B.
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Also
Association of Graduate
Students
Delta Nu
Silver Wings
Lonnie Plante

AprIl 21st 7-9 p.m.
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Olympic hero Billy Mills to speak
described by many as "the most sensational race in Olympic history," the
unheralded Milks came from behind to
win the race in the final stretch.
Olympic gold medalist Billy Mills,
Since that time Mills has been inwhose life story was the subject of the
ducted into nine halls of fame, including
1984 movie "Running Brave". will be
the United States Track and Field Hall
the keynote speaker at -thelet-Club's
of ante and the United State Olympic
Recognition Reception and- Dinner for
Hall of Fame.
senior athletes Monday.
Mills's rise to stardom, athletic and
Jerry Ellis, president of the MClub, business
success has " been • widely
said Mills's success in athletics and
documented, as has the discrimination
business, as well as his reputation as a
he faced because of his Ogala Sioux
riveting speaker, should make his
heritage.
presentation a high'/point of the
Ellis said the M-Club wilL recognize
—The senior athletes by introducing them
"Our goal is to get this in front of as
to the audience and presenting them
many people as we can,.." Ellis said.
with pins.
•
"Given the calitier of(his achievements)
Also recognized for their service to
and his capabilities as a speaker, it's gothe university athletic programs will be
ing to be a really nice night, I think."
40 volunteer officials... who work. _at
The dinner, which will start with a
UMaine - athletic events.
6:30 p.m-. reception, will follow Mills's
Ellis said the Office of Minority Pro3:30 p.m. reception to be held by the
grams and the Guest Lecture Series both
American Indian Students at MaiN_j_n_ .doruited money to_bring_
Mills.toMairie,- the Dexter
oM
-- in Mond Arena. and said he hopes the public turns out
Mills broke into the national spotlight
to see his presentation_
after winning the 1964 Olympic title in
Interested persons should call
- the 10.000-meter run. In What is still 581-2320 to make reservations.
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again, were proud to
offer the GMAC college
-Gfaduite- Finance Plan
GMAC wants to help us
give you the credit you
deserve, and the keys to. a
new Olds or Jeep
For this special GMAC
financing, all you need is
your diploma. proof ol a job.
a- lowdo,
iiin OtiyriieM.
ability to meet monthly
Paymen's and no

00
00
0
0
0

0
derogatory credit referencea 0
You'll get $400 off the pigchase pride, or a 90411y
deferral on your payments.
0
as a graduation present
0
lrt-GMAC
After alt. graduating from
0
collage is DO small achieve
0
rnent We're proud to offer
0
• you one of your first
0
rewards. GMAC an Equal
0
Credit Opportunity Company
0

Tel. 945-9458 and 947-9471
Factory Rebates and Special Interest Rates

0

************************
* Impress Future Employers *
with a Professional
*
*
Looking Resume!
Have your
resume
typeset
at
The Daily Maine Campus*
in the basement
of Lord Hall

Just Contact
Karen, Mike, or Jan

*and choose what style of
:resume you -want, at a
reasonable cost.
4
************************1
Apartments Available
for September 1988
1-3 13edrooms
Walking distance to Campus
Summer apartments available
..Intown Properties

Call 866-2516
1—rr:
—

t

r
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The LAIth Mate Campus, Thursday,

21. 1988
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Seniors!
Time is running out! Purchase your Senior Week
and Bash Tickets today.

Senior Week
April 17th- 22nd
'Fill the Steins, Celebrate in 88'9

1

Tuesday-April 19th
LUNCH BY THE BEAR! Join us by the
Black Bear for ,,an outside lunch: Hamburgers and hotdogs will be available for
a quarter. All you want! Drop by anytime
ii- from 11-2!

1

1

I
- Wednesday-April 20th
MAINE DAY We encourage everyone to participate in Maine Day but
be ready for
PICTURE NIGHT AT THE DEN! Come to the
Den from 8-1 and get your picture taken
with "Harry" out lovable UMaine cop and
i Bananas the Bear. Pictures will be $1.00.

Il

1

I

Thursday-April 21st
PUB CRAWL This annual UMaine tradition
continues and promises to be the best one
yet. We'll be starting at 5:30 p.m Buses will
I be
available and we strongly suggest that
everyone use them. DON'T DRINK AND
DRIVE! The buses will- go to Yianni's where
the festivities begin and then on to Pat's,
Margarita's (El Cheepos), and finally the
world famous "Oronoka". Wear your
UMaine sweatshirt or t-shirt and get $1.00
off.

I

I
I

I

I Friday-April 22nd
I SENIOR FORMAL The Ramada Inn will be

the host of this year's formal. Poolside
cocktails will begin at-6:30and -a-three entree -dtnner will begin MOM Complimentary wine at every table. Thegginspectors"
will be playing all night. All for- $12.00 per
person. If you're interested in overnight accomodations, contact the Ramada. They
are running a special that night!
$42.00/2bed double room. We will be running free buses. The buses will start picking
up at 5:30. They will pick up at Stillwater
Village, Maine Center for the Arts and Park
Place. PLEASE TAKE THE BUSES! They
will be returning at 12:30 and at 1:00 a.m.
YOU MUST BUY YOUR TICKET BY THURSDAY APRIL 21st!!
Saturday-April 23rd
BUMSTOCK! Don't miss out!
Friday-May 6th
SENIOR CELEBRATION! Celebrate the end
of your college career at this annual
UMaine event! This year it will be held at
the JV Baseball field. Beer will go from
1-5:30 and FREE FOOD will be available all
day (1-7). The "Cereal Killers", the "Make"
and the "Boyz" will be playing for 6 hours
of great music! All for only $5.00. T-shirts
available for $1.00.

All tickets and graduation announcements are available at the

Senior Council Booth in the Union or in the Student Government

Office. 104every day.

BUY YOUR TICKETS TODAY!
Formal Tickets
$12.00 per person, last day Thursday
BASH Tickets.m....$5.00 or $7.0G at the door
BASH T-shirts
$10.00 or $12.00 day of BASH
ANNOUNCEMENTS
$4.00/100 or $.35 each

I.
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